Las Vegas Pride Pageant Registration
The Historic First Las Vegas Pride Pageant will take place in the Wilson Complex at 1216
9th Street on Friday, April 26th from 7-10pm. This venue is open to the public, close to the
Highlands campus, and has hosted events such as basketball games! We will have a 10’
by 20’ stage for our performers and a section in front of the stage cleared for
performers to participate with the audience if they so choose. We will also have a
section of seating reserved for performers, so you can watch the show too 
There are two types of entries: a participant who performs their selected number and a
contestant who competes in creative wear/talent and interview. The creative
wear/talent is a combination of performance while wearing your inspired ensemble, and
we will ask a little about why you chose your outfit. We will have one “Miss America”
question asked while the contestant is on stage and award the titles of King and Queen
of Las Vegas Pride according to our judges panel. We politely ask that you limit your
performance to four minutes and no cursing in the music please  The performance
can be anything you feel is representative of yourself—lip syncing, singing, dancing,
spoken word, tumbling, any expression is welcomed!
You will have a space to prepare your dress and make up, complete with mirrors and
seating, and it will be as close to the stage as possible. We have partitions to help
manage the dressing space and ensure some privacy for performers. If you require
specific accommodation, let us know ASAP so we can work on your request.
Also keep in mind this is an all-ages event and we anticipate an audience with a wide
range of ages and experiences. We want this to be a supportive and positive
environment for the youth in our community and to help support up-and-coming
performers, experienced entertainers, and first time participants in drag.
Thank you so much for your interest in this historic event in Las Vegas, and we hope to
keep this event as a permanent fixture in our community <3
Please return this form to:
ARMAS Front Desk/PRISM Representative
916 11th Street • Las Vegas, NM 87701
(505) 587-9812/(505) 454-2011 • nmhuprismclub@gmail.com

All forms must be completed and submitted to us by April 13, 2019.

Stage Name: ______________________________________________________
Name:___________________________________________

Phone Number (_____) _______--________________
Email Address ____________________________________
Registering as a:
o

Participant—describe of your performance and any equipment you may need:

_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
o

Contestant—describe your talent performance and equipment you may need:

_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
*you may send your .mp3 or .mp4 file to nmhuprismclub@gmail.com

Have you held/Current hold any titles?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
Are you pursuing any future titles? (so we may promote your events to our audience)
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
Please tell us a little more about you and the reason who wish to perform:
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
*We ask that any tips received go toward the PRISM Club and their future endeavors to help
establish a LGBTQIA+ Resource Center and further promote awareness and resources for those
in need. If you have an organization you’d like to promote, please provide your own donation
bucket and we will place it next to the stage during your performance.

